It's just 'The Most'

Fazio's Vegas course breaks the mold with the most sod, most earth-moving, most trees...

BY MARK LESLIE

Tom Fazio may have designed himself right out of Las Vegas. “After Shadow Creek I don't know that I could ever do another golf course in this town — because how can you do anything that can ever compare to this?” Fazio said.

The team of Fazio, Wadsworth Construction Co. and hotel magnate Steve Wynn are turning a tract of barren desert outside Las Vegas into what Fazio believes will be the “benchmark” desert golf course when it opens in October.

“I would have to rate this course on a scale of being almost the most of everything,” said Fazio, the designer of such fabled courses as Wild Dunes in South Carolina, The Vintage Club in California, Barton Creek in Texas, PGA National in Florida and Wade Hampton in North Carolina. “When you think about it, this is the most.”

“This is maybe even the biggest challenge in some regards,” he said. “Not all desert is unattractive, but the particular desert in the Las Vegas area is.”

So Fazio and the developers planned, and created, an entire environment at the Shadow Creek site from scratch, importing trees and creating waterfalls.

But that’s a last resort. You usually have something to work with, the Vintage Club in Palm Springs (Calif.) is in desert but there are outcroppings. Then in Tucson (Ventanna Canyon Golf and Raquet Club in Arizona), up against the foothills of the mountains, there was desert vegetation and spectacular desert. All desert is not unattractive, but the particular desert in the Las Vegas area is.

So Fazio and the developers planned, and created, an entire environment at the Shadow Creek site from scratch, importing trees and creating waterfalls.

Each job 'a different challenge'

BY MARK LESLIE

Each new golf course project presents a different challenge, but the expectations for the owners and Tom Fazio are the same, regardless of the site involved, he says.

“The aim of all the projects by all the owners... is to produce a world-class, spectacular, outstanding, magnificent golf course,” Fazio said. “So, in a sense it’s all the same; it’s getting to that finished product that’s different... The execution and what you have to work with are the difference and what keep up your attention level.”

Fazio compared the Shadow Creek course in Las Vegas with others he has built or has on the drafting table.

At the Vegas course “we had flat, uninteresting, boring, unattractive desert. And there’s different kinds of desert; for example, The Vintage Club in Palm Springs (Calif.) is in desert but there are outcroppings. Then in Tucson (Ventanna Canyon Golf and Raquet Club in Arizona), up against the foothills of the mountains, there was desert vegetation and spectacular desert. All desert is not unattractive, but the particular desert in the Las Vegas area is.”

“Creating that environment has literally no environment, so we’ve had to manufacture a totally new environment.”

Creating that environment has meant, since last October:
• Trucking in 2.5 million cubic yards of soil (more than the most ever), making 50- to 60-foot changes in elevation and other construction work costing approximately $5.5 million.
• Sodding 110 acres of the course (likely the most ever) at a cost of $1.2 million to $1.4 million.
• Planting 7,000 18- to 35-foot-tall trees (likely the most ever) at a cost of about $3 million.
• Building lakes and waterfalls costing $2.5 million.
• And adding other amenities pushing the total cost of the course to around $12 million to $13 million, Fazio said.

Kill the view

Another major factor was that the builders had to depress the golf course into the ground and create a ridgeline around the property to block the views of the area surrounding the 300-acre site. The area will eventually be developed and made to be attractive, but right now it is still the natural vegetated desert around it,” Fazio said.

“So we had to create... a ridgeline around the property to wall us in not with a wall of stone and brick and mortar but with a wall of dirt. “We struck a balance of cutting into the ground and using the dirt as framing definition, background, and ridgelines.”

“I see this golf course as being an attraction for people to come as they do in other places to come just to see it,” Fazio said. “This will be a benchmark in what he (Wynn) is doing. He is establishing a quality level of golf here and is kind of pioneering a new golf product here that will be great for the golf market from the public courses through the private courses because this will be the benchmark and measurement of what a golf course can be.

“And everyone (in Las Vegas) is trying to outdo the next person, so it will be interesting to see who’s going to do something of this size.”

“Also, Las Vegas has not been known for quality golf per se — basically because of the environment and flatness of the terrain.”

The Wynn brothers, owners of the Golden Nugget casino, are building the course as a private facility. They are planning a separate, half-billion-dollar project in the vicinity that will include other golf courses.

Wynn gave incentive

Fazio credited Steve Wynn for many of the ideas in the course.

“What got my attention and got me hooked on the project was

Continued on page 15
**Turfworks 'making architects look good'

**BY MARK LESLIE**

A North Carolina-based company is apparently the only firm in the country that specializes in "finish work" on golf courses.

"We're the last people there. It's very critical work," says Bill Riggan, president of Turfworks, Inc. of Durham, N.C. "As our ad says, 'We're putting finishing touches on some of the finest golf courses in the Southeast.'"

Riggan said that in the South,

and particularly the Carolinas, dozens of golf courses are being reconstructed or renovated, so there is plenty of work for his 3-year-old company.

"Our service has been received very well by the industry because people feel it's easier for them to get an independent contractor to do that rather than do it inhouse," Riggan said. "We're quicker and more proficient, and they tell me they feel it is cheaper for them to hire us than do it themselves because they are not experienced in this work."

Riggan said, "A tremendous number of old courses in this area are not able to maintain quality equal to the new courses. So a lot of architects are being brought in to renovate the courses. We are the last people there. It's very critical work."

Whereas extensive sodding in the past was prohibitively expensive, Riggan said, "Now that developers are spending $10 million to $20 million on a development, they are deciding to spend what's necessary for sod in critical areas in golf courses... These people want to be able to put people on a golf course and sell property around the golf course. It's difficult to sell a $200,000 house lot when your course doesn't have any sod on it.

"Now it has become cost-efficient to do that." Turfworks' part of this renovation process, Riggan said, is "a tremendous amount of hard labor — good old-fashioned work."

**Ewing buys Pacific**

Ewing Irrigation Products has bought Pacific Products, Inc., taking over management and operation of PPI's California locations in El Cajon, San Marcos, Rancho Cucamonga and Orange, and reopening PPI's Carlsbad store.

Ewing Chief Executive Operator Ray York reported the purchase.

Both Ewing irrigation and PPI are wholesale distributors of landscape and irrigation products.

Ewing now has 21 wholesale locations in California.

**Irrigation school changes times**

The Professional School of Irrigation in Chantilly, Va., has switched to a special summer schedule of night classes and a few day courses, and plans to change schedules in the fall.

Full-time day courses will begin again on Nov. 1.

More information is available by calling 703-435-8019.

**Vegas**

Continued from page 14

Steve's enthusiasm," Fazio said. "He's so bright, such a good manager ... and seeing his ideas, concepts, expectations and desires — that got my interest."

"He has some ideas and perceptions of the way he likes golf holes and the visual approach to golf ... and the things he has studied in knowing the sun and how strong it gets in the desert in the summer-time and how it reflects off the water, and how he wanted to develop where slopes should be in relationship to the sun angles to stop the glare. I listened and realized this guy really has it together and would be fun to work with."

Fazio added, "It certainly keeps your interest level and your attention, because his responsibility and the expectations are so high and that's where the money part makes me a little nervous because people will say that if you spend enough money it's automatic that it's going to be good, and to me that's not true... When you come out here and see this finished golf course and play it, it won't matter whether we spent $7 million or $9 million, $12 million, or $50 million. How good is it? That's all that counts."

**BEFORE YOU BUY JUST ANY BENTGRASS, GO BY THE BOOK.**

Phone 1-800-547-0255 today for your complimentary copy of the Penn Pals catalogue. You'll see why Penncross, Penneagle, PennLinks and Pennway blend set the standard for bentgrass on golf courses.

**Penn Pals Bentgrass Catalogue**

**Phone** 1-800-547-0255 today for your complimentary copy of the Penn Pals catalogue. You'll see why Penncross, Penneagle, PennLinks and Pennway blend set the standard for bentgrass on golf courses.
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